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Letter from the President

I have attended a couple of very large, well-
organized and well-attended conferences in the past
two months. The first was in July and took place in
Salvador Brazil, where I gave a couple of talks covering DVI
planning for the Olympic Games and bite marks in the UK. It was
organized by the Brazilian Association for Legal Odontology (ABOL)
and had around 750 delegates. Most of the South American
countries had representatives there, along with Portugal, the USA,
South Africa, Switzerland and the UK.

The second was the IOFOS Conference in Florence Italy in late
August with about 200 delegates from more than 40 countries,
including more than a dozen BAFO members, some of whom
appear below.



Both conferences were a great success, with diverse and interesting
content presented by a mixture of well-known as well as up and coming
individuals.

What struck me was the amount of fascinating research that is being
carried out in the field of Forensic Odontology throughout the world. Much
of the research in South America is being performed by young and
enthusiastic Odontologists within established academic centres. I
discovered that in Brazil alone, there are 547 registered Forensic
Odontologists on their specialist list. I suppose you have to remember that
their population is about 196 million compared to ours of about 62 million,
but even so, that represents a lot of Odonts.

On the other hand, the research presented in Europe is almost exclusively
done by more established individuals and with the closure of the MSc in
Glamorgan this is unlikely to change any time soon, unless some of the
more recent graduates grasp the nettle. There is a vast difference
between carrying out research because it is a requirement of a course,
and doing research because you want to do it.

I am sure that there is a lot of information which would be useful for
Forensic Odontology, sitting in our dental chairs every day. I have been
collecting extracted teeth for many years now, which the patients did not
want and have abandoned. Each one is notated, with its age at extraction
and gender recorded. A future study on root translucency or crown
size/dimorphism - who knows, but if all BAFO members made a similar
collection, there would be a very significant sample to work with, and with
relatively little effort (and thinking about it, you even get paid by the patient
to collect them).

Mincer et al in 1993 used 24 ABFO members to collect a very impressive
sample of third molar data for their now seminal paper on dental ageing -
BAFO could do a similar thing. One of the questions that needs
addressing related to bite mark cases is to do with the "uniqueness" of the
dentition and the incidence of dental characteristics or combinations of
characteristics. All those accurate stone models that we've had crowns
made on would be a great source of data with relatively little work (once
again paid for on the whole by the patient). Let's get some research
coming out of BAFO and the UK. I am open to ideas.

Phil Marsden

DVI NEWS

There has been a change in the senior police management of UK DVI -
namely that Ian Cartmell and Nigel Humphries have moved on. They have
been replaced by Howard Way, who some of us already know well and
Jen Williams who was introduced to delegates at the Upper Heythrop
meeting so far the auspices look good for the new team!

Deployments & Training
There have been no deployments in this session, however, the new Police
managers (Jen and Howard) seem very committed to continuing training in
order that we can be ready for any contingency. To this end a small
training session was arranged in London in May when some of us
convened to work with Brian Chittick's planning tool. This proved very
successful and attendees expressed their heartfelt thanks to Brian who ran
the "show" and came all the way over from Brunei in order to do so!

We are arranging a training session for the DCPs in October and at
present have 18 delegates. We hope to give them a broader insight into
the whole of the DVI process especially with regards to our colleagues in
other disciplines and there will be an exercise to increase their awareness
of AM, PM and reconciliation procedures.

Intemol
In May Phil Marsden and I represented UK DVI odonts at the Interpol
Standing Committee meeting in Lyon, France. This is a meeting of the
main DVI disciplines and is divided up into 3 groups: pathology (which
includes anthropologists), police and odontology. Initially, break-out
meetings of these groups are convened and in my opinion this is really the
most valuable part of all the proceedings. The Odontology working group
consisted of 26 odonts from all over the world.

The meeting discussed the new Interpol DVI forms which are due to be
released in 2014. Thankfully there is little change to F1 and F2 although
they are now to be retitled as a number only (600s) this will all become
clearer when the forms are released. There was also a great discussion to
try and reduce the codes used in the forms and for Plassdata. Individual
odont presentations were given by delegates from the US (their coding
systems and 9/11 update), Holland (CT scanning), Australia
(transportation and recovery of burnt bodies) and I gave a brief update on
the position of UK DVI odontology pre and post Olympics in UK.



In the main convention, various presentations of differing interest and
value were given. This included the procedures and reactions of the
investigators at various natural and man-made disasters and their
outcomes. Pam Dix from Disaster Action, UK gave a very poignant lecture
regarding DVI from the victim's family perspective The Interpol meeting is
to be reconvened In Lyon next year when the new forms will be rolled out.
In 2015, there is an intention to move the meeting to Singapore so I
suspect UK DVI participation may be considerably reduced!

Last Thought...I recently saw the film "The impossible" it certainly brought
back tragic and moving memories of Kao Lak and Phuket and in my
opinion was superbly produced and directed. I would particularly
recommend it to those who were deployed to Thailand and Sri Lanka and
haven't so far had a chance to see the film.

John Robson

There follows an article which has amongst its co-authors, three BAFO
members from three different countries. It explains how Forensic
Odontologists come to give expert evidence in a selection of countries
across the world. With the exception of John Rosie, it has been written by
non-native English speakers (which is quite some achievement) and is
reproduced verbatim.
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ABSTRACT

Dentists treat and try to heal oral dysfunction and pathology in an attempt
towards improvement of oral health and masticatory function. Dental
professionals can also be involved in medico-legal and forensic activities
related to Expert Witness testimony translating damages to teeth, jaws and
temporo-mandibular joint into monetary value, following malpractice cases,
car accidents and work or non-accidental injuries. When called to act as an
expert witness by the Court, the appointed dentist has to combine both
biological and technical knowledge with equivalent medico-legal and
forensic knowledge. Nevertheless, there are significant differences in
terms of a global "level playing field" regarding the requirements to
become eligible as Dental Expert Witness against the background of
diverse political and economic circumstances that now currently prevail in
a world of uncertainty.

Dental Expert Witnesses, working privately or working for the Court, have
defined responsibilities and are subject to civil or criminal proceedings
(depending on the judicial system) if found wanting.

In this work the authors investigate the Judicial Systems regarding the
appointment of Dental Expert Witnesses in Brazil, Croatia, UK, Saudi
Arabia, Indonesia and Italy in order to marshal knowledge towards
harmonization and the attainment of best practice. This premise
acknowledges the fact that forensic odontology must encompass the
necessity for robust systems of audit and accreditation for it to be accepted
and taken "on board" as an "evidence based" accepted forensic discipline.

Further steps to ensure quality assurance in legal dentistry and forensic
odontology training should be considered to prevent the spontaneous
involvement of inappropriately trained dentists to become involved in
making decisions that are beyond their competence and expertise.



INTRODUCTION

Dentists treat and try to heal oral dysfunction and pathology in improving
oral health and masticatory function. Dental professionals can also be
involved in medico legal activities related to Expert Witness (EW)
testimony in professional liability cases, car accidents and work-related
injuries. In these circumstances lesions and damages to teeth, jaws and
temporo-mandibular joint must be translated into monetary value. When
called directly from the Court or from a medico-legal doctor, but also in
private consultation, a dentist must combine his biological and technical
knowledge with a sound medico-legal education1. Spontaneous
involvement in medico-legal matters without an adequate training and
experience can lead to mistakes with irreversible consequences. As
expert testimony the dentist/odontologist has precise responsibilities with
civil and/or penal consequences, depending on the national judicial
system2. Dentists should also bear in mind the clear distinction between
legal dentistry and forensic odontology, as these areas of expertise
require different education, one related to the national judicial system the
latter related to international standards and protocols suggested by the
forensic sciences community2.

The medico-legal consultation of the economic (pecuniary) and non-
economic (non-pecuniary) damages requires a specific training in medico-
legal matters as well as an awareness of the inherent pitfalls. Several
years of professional experience in dentistry cannot be considered enough
to perform a medico-legal or a forensic dentistry consultation. This is the
reason why the global forensic dental community should be aware of the
differences in the requirements to become eligible as EW in Court among
different judicial systems. Similarities and differences can help in finding
the best criteria to become eligible as EW in Court and prevent
spontaneous involvement of dentists without a sound forensic and law
background, in both civil and criminal cases3.

DENTAL EXPERT WITNESS IN THE BRAZILIAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM
In the Brazilian Judicial System, the Dental EW Forensic is framed in three
different and concomitant source laws. Firstly, the Brazilian Federal Law,
number 5.081, of 24th August 19664 which regulates the practice of
Dentistry, establishes:
"Article 2 - the practice of dentistry in the national territory is only allowed
to the dentist enabled by official or recognized high school or college, after
registration of diploma in the Board of Higher Education, the National

Service for Supervision of Dentistry, in the State Health Department and in
the Regional Dental Council (...)".

Furthermore, article 6 officially allows any graduated dentist to directly
perform forensic assessment: "IV - to proceed with legal expertise in
forensic dentistry at civil, criminal, labor forum and administrative area;
IX - to access neck and head, in autopsy cases, whilst exercising the role

of forensic dentist."

Secondly, the resolution of the Federal Council of Dentistry, number 185,
of 26th April 19935 recognises Forensic Dentistry as a specialization in
Dentistry: "Article 54. Forensic Dentistry is the specialty that aims to
research psychic, physical, chemical and biological phenomena that can
reach or have reached the man, alive, dead or bones, and even fragments
or traces, resulting partial or total/reversible or irreversible injuries".

Article 55 of the same law enlists the areas of responsibility of a dental
EW:
a) human identification;
b) expertise in civil, criminal and labor;
c) expertise in the administrative area;
d) expertise, evaluation and planning labor injuries;
e) forensic anthropology;
f) preparation of: records, reports and opinions and certificates;
g) legal dental traumatology;
h) forensic ballistics;
i) logistics expertise in the alive, the dead, whole or in human remains;
j) expertise in related traces, including staining or liquids from the oral
cavity or present in it;
I) imaging examinations for forensic purposes;
m) dental ethics;
n) dental legal guidance for the professional exercise;
o) images examinations for dental-legal purposes.
Dental forensic involvement in civil cases is summarized by Silva6:
a. Reimbursement of damage (malpractice, face lesions from accident or
aggression with teeth involvement);
b. Litigation on professional fees when there is no agreement;
c. Paternity exclusion: when the analysis of DMA is not possible, a dentist
is asked to analyze dental arches to investigate dominant genetic effects
transmitted to the oral cavity;
d. Age estimation for adoption of minors;



e. Evaluation of dental equipment.

According to same author, the roles in the Criminal Skills Area:
a. Identification of perpetrators in crimes with bite marks;
b. Skull Assessment for human identification;
c. Dental/face traumatology;
e. Age dental estimation;
f. Examination of biological stains (for differential diagnosis among saliva,
sperm and vaginal mucus);
g. Examination of drunkenness (through saliva);

To become an EW in Court, dentists have to pass a theoretical and
physical examination, and having passed this examination, they can be
appointed in police investigation or judicial proceedings7, but no specific
educational process is required.

On this issue the criminal procedure code merely states8: "Article 159. The
examination of corpus delicti and other examinations will be conducted by
official expert witness who holds a degree."

Besides, the Code of Civil Procedure, art. 145, states that the official EW
must be registered to the professional Dental Order or Chamber.

DENTAL EXPERT WITNESS IN THE CROATIAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM

In Croatia, the Ministry of Justice requires a specific education process in
order to become a permanent EW. In order to be appointed as a
permanent EW, the following five conditions must be fulfilled10"12:

1. To have Croatian citizenship.

2. To have the citizenship of a member state of the European Union or
another signatory State of the European Economic Area.

3. To be medically fit to perform the permanent tasks of an EW.

4. To have completed study at an appropriate school, and have worked in
the profession as follows: at least 5 years - if completed undergraduate
and graduate university studies, or undergraduate university study and
specialist graduate professional study, or professional study and specialist

graduate professional study, or at least 8 years - if completed appropriate
undergraduate university study or professional study, or court testimony, in
exceptional cases, could be carried out by a professional with at least 10
years work experience in the profession, after having completed suitable
high school education.

5. To have a contract of liability insurance in order to operate as a
permanent EW.

A person cannot be appointed as a permanent EW if he/she has a barrier
to entry into the Civil Service, or has been pronounced a risk to security as
a legal consequence of a conviction, or has been banned from pursuing
the profession at the time of requesting an appointment as a permanent
EW11.

The ability of a candidate to perform the duties of a permanent EW should
be determined on the basis of reports on vocational training conducted by
a mentor who is a permanent EW in an appropriate discipline and under
whose supervision the candidate must complete at least five expert
testimonies, findings and opinions11. The procedure for the appointment of
a permanent EW starts with submitting an application to the President of
the County Court or Commercial Court (depending on the applicant's place
of residence). The application should be accompanied by a list of the
candidate's published scientific and professional papers. Before submitting
the application, the candidate should pass a vocational training program.

Specialists in legal medicine with a valid license of CMC are not obliged to
complete any training9. The County or Commercial Court refers a request
from an applicant to the CCDM to nominate a mentor who will conduct the
training of the candidate. The Executive Board of CCDM selects a mentor
and informs the Court. A mentor will be a dentist who is appointed as a
permanent EW of the County or Commercial Court, who is a member of
good standing with the CCDM, who has provided at least five expertise
testimonies independently, and who has the same or higher level of
educational degree as the candidate13.

The training program includes both a theoretical and a practical part. In the
theoretical part the vocational training mentor introduces the candidate to
the professional dental literature and all legal and regulatory acts relating
to the judicial expertise for which the candidate is being trained. The
practical part of professional training covers all related data collection,
access to the trial, etc.



Under the mentor's supervision, the candidate is required to complete at
least five expert testimonies and make findings and opinions. After the
training has been completed, the mentor compiles a report on the
effectiveness and qualifications of the candidate to present to the
Executive Committee of the CCDM.

The candidate bears all costs of performing the professional training
(HRK8000 +VAT which is approximately €1100). As a compensation for
providing professional training, the mentor is entitled to the amount of
HRK2500 (approximately €350), which is paid from the above mentioned
costs12

Prior to appointment as a permanent EW, the candidate is obliged to
submit proof of compulsory liability insurance that meets the demands for
damages that could result from his/her work as a permanent EW. The
candidate must be covered during the entire period in which he/she is
appointed as a permanent EW. The minimum sum insured is at least
HRK200,000. After these requirements have been met, the President of
the Court considers the candidate's request and issues the final decision9.

DENTAL EXPERT WITNESS IN THE UK JUDICIAL SYSTEM
The United Kingdom has three legal systems, English law which applies in
England and Wales, Northern Ireland law which applies in Northern
Ireland and Scottish law which applies in Scotland. English law and
Northern Irish law are based on common law antecedents whereas
Scottish law has an ancient base in Roman law and is a pluralistic system
based on civil law principles with common law elements dating back to the
Middle Ages.

There are no specific educational requirements in the United Kingdom to
become an EW. However it is not the Court that appoints the expert
witness, but one or other of the legal parties representing either the
prosecution or the defence, the Court acting solely as an impartial referee
and facilitator between the two parties.
In the United Kingdom an EW is defined as "An expert (...) who by virtue
of education, training, skill, or experience, is believed to have expertise
and specialized knowledge in a particular subject beyond that of the
average person, sufficient that others may officially and legally rely upon
the witness's specialized opinion about an evidence or fact issue within
the scope of his expertise, referred to as the expert opinion, as an
assistance to the fact-finder1*4.

The duties and responsibilities of an EW in the United Kingdom were
established by Mr Justice Cresswell in the case of "National Justice
Compania Naviera SA vs. Prudential Assurance Company Limited 1993"
(also known as the "Ikarian Reefer" case)15. The duties and
responsibilities of an expert witness were clearly defined in this case:

1. Expert evidence presented to the Court should be, and should be seen
to be, the independent product of the expert uninfluenced as to form or
content by the exigencies of litigation;

2. An EW should provide independent assistance to the Court by way of
objective unbiased opinion in relation to matters within his expertise;

3. An EW witness should state the facts or assumptions upon which his
opinion is based. He should not omit to consider material facts which could
detract from his concluded opinion;

4. An EW should make it clear when a particular question or issue falls
outside his expertise;

5. If an expert's opinion is not properly researched because he considers
that insufficient data is available, then this must be stated with an
indication that the opinion is no more than a provisional one;

6. If the expert cannot assert that the report contains the truth, the whole
truth and nothing but the truth without some qualification, that qualification
should be stated in the report;

7. If, after exchange of reports, an expert witness changes his view on a
material matter having read the other side's expert's report, or for any
other reason, such change of view should be communicated (though legal
representatives) to the other side without delay and (where appropriate) to
the Court;

8. Where expert evidence refers to photographs, plans, calculations,
analyses, measurements, survey reports, or other similar documents, they
must be provided to the opposite party at the same time as the exchange
of reports.



Dentistry has many disciplines and a dental EW would normally confine
their expertise to their own specialty, for example restorative dentistry,
periodontics, geriatric dentistry, forensic dentistry etc. The practicing
expert witness would also, as a matter of course, be registered with the
General Dental Council (GDC) as a mandatory requirement of
competence and untainted criminal and moral status although it should be
said that the GDC currently does not recognise forensic dentistry as a
speciality in the UK16. The EW in the UK would also have indemnity cover
insurance for their own legal protection.

Until recently several post-graduate courses leading to a recognizable
post-graduate qualification in forensic dentistry have been available in the
United Kingdom. However from September 2013 this situation will change
with just one remaining provider of post-graduate education in forensic
dentistry in the United Kingdom (University of Dundee).

The majority of dentists in UK with aspirations of becoming recognized as
an EW in Forensic Odontology join the British Association for Forensic
Odontology (BAFO)17. The mission statement of BAFO is "BAFO exists to
encourage education and good practice in forensic odontology and to
accredit, to review performance and to mentor practitioners in forensic
odontology". BAFO is established as the representative and accreditation
body for forensic odontology in the UK. However it should be noted that
BAFO has no overriding power to restrict the practice of forensic
odontology amongst members and non-members. BAFO also has a
mentoring system in place to ensure support for new members to achieve
their aspirations and is active in providing post-graduate education
seminars.

DENTAL EXPERTS IN THE ITALIAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM

In the Italian judicial system there is no specific educational process
required by the Court for appointment as an EW. A dentist who wishes to
apply to become a registered EW has to fulfil the following requirements
and have:

1. Italian citizenship and residence in the Court province.

2. Special technical competence in a specific discipline (documents as proof).

3. Registration to the professional Medical/Dental Order

4. A clear criminal record certificate.

5. Moral quality (high ethical standards).

Moral quality is not only identified as absence of criminal convictions or
proceedings, but also the presence of a highly ethical way of life both in
private and professional environments. The application is evaluated by a
Committee consisting of the Court President for the geographical area of
the candidate, the Province Prosecutor Attorney and a representative of
the professional Order of the candidate. These committees may evaluate
applications differently in different locations.

Some consider a degree in dental medicine/science sufficient to
demonstrate the 'special technical competence' requested by law (Art. 61
of the civil code). However in the Court of Rome the candidate will be
eligible only with a total of more than 30 points, calculated from
professional experience in complex cases, publications of articles,
monographs, books, presentations as a lecturer or a speaker in
universities, institutes or specialization courses18. Finally, a reasonable
period of five years of professional work is also required.

Every Court holds an additional list of expert witnesses for criminal cases.
In this case, an EW must have five years of enrolment on the civil cases
list. The lists of expert witnesses are revised every four years. These are
the only lists from which the Judges may choose an EW unless there are
none available or there is a possible conflict of interest. In this case the
Judge can appoint an EW from other Court province.

In the Italian judicial system rights and duties of an EW are stated under
the law and ethics provisions relating to medico legal consultation that is
defined by Article 62 of Medical Code of Ethics19 and summarized as
follows:

1. The activity of the medical examiner requires high moral standing and
professional awareness regarding the ethical legal and deontological
responsibilities involved and an awareness in avoiding any kind of influence or
pressure from external technical resources;

2. The taking on of any case must correspond with an adequate medico-legal
and scientific knowledge so that all judicial requirements of the case under
examination may be fulfilled (...);

3. In particularly complex cases the medical examiner may seek consultancy
from a colleague who has a proven history of experience and competence in
the involved discipline. The medical examiner in charge assumes full
professional responsibility for such consultancy;



4. General practitioners may not exercise medico legal responsibilities (...)
in cases where they have directly assisted or treated, or those in which
there exists an employment contract with the health establishment
involved in the judicial enquiry;

5. Consultants should interpret the scientific evidence which has been
made available by the claimant, with both objectivity and logical scientific
reasoning as well as with a prudent evaluation relative to the conduct of
the involved subjects;

6. The completion of unlawful medico-legal services (...) constitutes not
only as an illegal offence punishable by law, but also as indecorous
conduct towards the profession itself.

DENTAL EXPERTS IN THE SAUDI ARABIA JUDICIAL SYSTEM

In Saudi Arabia, the Ministry of Justice's law of criminal procedure, article
number 17220, states that "the Court may assign one or more experts to
advice on any technical questions related to any case. The expert shall
provide the court, within the prescribed time, with a written report stating
his opinion. Litigants may obtain a copy of that report. If the litigants,
witnesses or either of them do not understand Arabic, the court may seek
the assistance of interpreters".

The Forensic Expert Witness should have the following qualifications:
1. Have a valid registration from the Saudi Commission for Health
Specialties (in Forensic sciences, this could only be a diploma, a Masters
Degree or a Fellowship).
2. Have a clear criminal record certificate.
3. Have a high moral quality (high ethical standards in both professional
and personal lives).

The EW candidate must apply to the department of Forensic Medicine of
the Ministry of Health, Riyadh, Saudi Arabia. The department will grant
Fellowship Training in Forensic Sciences to Medical doctors and dentists,
with a final verifying exam21.

After enrolment in the department of Forensic Medicine, there is a defined
pathway to follow in the process to become an accepted EW:
A. In the first year, the applicant will only observe cases, including
documentation and the process of the court procedures. Theoretical
training and exams will be carried out in this first year.

B. In the second year, the applicant will be subject to Vocational Training
conducted by a mentor in an appropriate discipline. There will be no case
involvement.
C. In the third year and under the mentor's full and direct supervision, the
applicant will be assigned some cases.
D. In the fourth year, the applicant will be assigned simple cases to do on
his/her own behalf.
E. In the fifth year, the applicant will be expected to take on any case and
will then be then considered, or not, as an expert witness registered within
the Ministry of Health.

An annual written and oral examination is necessary in order to be
promoted from any level to the following.

The successful candidate will be conferred with a Saudi Specialty
Certificate in Forensic Medicine on the completion of all academic and
practical requirements and of being successful in meeting the
requirements of the final examination.

Any Court requiring a Forensic Expert will usually contact the Ministry of
Health for them to appoint an EW. The registered EW is obliged to accept
the case appointed to him/her unless there is a conflict of interests or
he/she lacks the specific competence/knowledge.

EXPERT WITNESS IN THE INDONESIAN JUDICIAL SYSTEM
In the Indonesian Judicial System, there is no specific educational process
required by the Court for appointment as an EW. Usually a dentist or a
pathologist is appointed as an Expert by the Police, the Prosecutor, the
Judge, or simply the lawyer.

To be included in the list of Experts before the Court the following
requirements are needed:

1. Indonesian citizenship and residence in Indonesia.
2. Special technical competence in a specific discipline (documents

as proof) according to the Standard of EW education: The
Standard of education for Doctors and Dentists is compliance with
the rules of the Act on National Education System, article 7(2),
Indonesian Medical Practice Act number 29, 2004)22'23.

3. To be registered with the Professional Medical/Dental Order
(Register in the Association/Organization and legally approved
from the government/Origin Country)22.



4. To have a clear criminal record certificate/letter of approval from the
Police Headquarter24.
5. To demonstrate high moral/ethical standards (approval letter by the
Indonesian Medical Association or from Indonesian Dental Association, or/
and also from the Association of Forensic Sciences Indonesia).

The state of Republic of Indonesia is a nation governed by law based on
the Pancasila and the Constitution of 1945 which upholds human rights
and which guarantees that all its citizens shall have equal status in law
and government and shall be obligated to respect law and government
without exception. EW in the Indonesian Law of Criminal procedure is
framed in article 186: Expert testimony is what an experts states at trial.
Article 1 (28) Expert testimony is information provided by a person who
has special expertise on matters required to elucidate a criminal case for
purposes of examination. Article 179 (1) any person who is asked for his
opinion as a doctor forensic medicine or as a physician or other expert
shall be obligated to give expert testimony in the interest of justice. (2) all
the aforesaid provisions with the regard to witnesses shall also apply to
those who give expert testimony provided however that they shall take an
oath or affirmation to testify to the truth and to the best of their knowledge
in their field of expertise.

In the Rule of Police headquarter number 14, 2012 (chapter I, common
rule, article 12) Expert Testimony is the testimony that given by a person
who has a special expertise to make clear the case25.

In Indonesia an EW is someone who has both the knowledge and
experience above and in excess of that of his/her peers in a particular
discipline and is expected to give evidence based on objective opinion that
respects ethical concerns in contrast to merely voicing a subjective
opinion. The EW is asked to support any technical conclusion using
simple words that can be understood by the parties in the Court26.

Indonesian Law of Criminal Procedure stipulates that an EW must give
testimony to the Court unless there is valid reason. Non compliance can
result in a period of house arrest for, at most, fourteen days. False
testimony under oath is punished by a maximum imprisonment of seven
years25.

DISCUSSION

Clinical dentistry and Dental Law are two different disciplines although
both are specifically related to dentistry. As an EW, a dentist has precise
responsibilities and if found wanting can be subjected to either civil or
criminal proceedings depending on judicial system •27. The role of an EW
is not just writing reports, but it involves much else besides.

To fulfill their duties adequately it is vital that an EW is involved in the legal
and/or forensic field in order to keep up to date with current thinking and
developments, and to attend relevant continuous educational training in
conjunction with lawyers, medico legal doctors and other forensic experts.

The Croatian judicial system seems keen to promote an appropriate level
of education and experience in the candidate's medico legal field prior to
registration on the EW list. On the other hand, the Brazilian, British,
Indonesian and Italian judicial systems seem to rely on the principle that if
an applicant is a dental professional there is an implicit inference that they
have enough basic training to undertake further post graduate studies on
the pathway to becoming accepted as an EW in their own right. It is
ethically presumed that an expert witness will have a medico-legal
knowledge beyond the average of clinicians.

In Saudi Arabia there are no post-graduate forensic odontology courses
and the unique Fellowship Course is targeted toward general Forensic
Medicine.

However, very few Dental Schools provide either forensic odontology or
medico-legal dentistry as a part of their curricula. In Brazil, Indonesia and
Saudi Arabia forensic dentistry is still at early stage of becoming accepted
as a recognised forensic discipline.

Following the acceptance of the Internet and marketing imperatives, the
access and exchange of information relevant to forensic dentistry has
improved but more courses and training workshops are necessary. This is
against the background of the necessity to identify both the identification of
deceased persons and the identification of the perpetrators of bite mark
injuries that is an increasing aspect of the forensic odontologist.
Globally there is an increasing demand for identification of both living and
deceased persons because of escalating criminal activity. Unfortunately
most post-graduate courses are concentrated in big cities, effectively
excluding other interested dentists who happen to live away from the large
city conurbations.



The comparison of so many different judicial systems reveals the
importance of quality control and quality assurance in the registration of
Expert Witnesses in Courts and highlights the need for collaboration with
medico-legal doctors. Civil and criminal cases involving any aspect related
to dentistry or odontology should ideally require medico-legal doctors to
work in collaboration with an experienced dentist who is an EW so that
medical doctors are not providing advice outside their area of expertise.

CONCLUSION
Dentists without any specialist training in forensics and law should refrain
from any involvement in civil or criminal cases, leaving the provision of
expert testimony to those odontologists qualified in forensic sciences and
medico-legal doctrines. The authors also believe that, as for forensic
pathology and legal medicine, forensic odontology and legal dentistry
should become recognized and accepted as a discipline worthy of
Accredited University Specialization Status and not just provided almost
as an afterthought as a Master of a PG degree. Aspirationally this would
prioritise both issues of quality control and assurance in all of the areas of
involvement where forensic odontology is used as a tool of evidence.

References available on request from BAFO
(Contact Dr Roland Kouble - rolandkouble@hotmail.co.uk)

Congratulations

Our congratulations go to Dr Judy Hinchliffe and Prof John Clement
who have both been made Foundation Fellows of the Faculty of Oral
Pathology of the Royal College of Pathologists of Australasia.

BAFO Scale of Fees 2013
as agreed with SOCA

Police

Post-Mortem & Bite Mark Cases-

Hourly Rate: £110 per hour professional time
(Professional time includes time at a police station or
mortuary and time spent on report writing)
Travelling time: £70 per hour
Travelling expenses (road): 70p per mile
(LSC (Legal Aid Agency from 01.04.13.) allow up to
45p/mile only)

Coroner's cases

Members are reminded that where an identification is
requested directly from the Coroner, fees are negotiable
directly with HM Coroner or his/her officer. It would be
reasonable to use the fee scale relating to a police
identification (above) although there are set fees for a standard
and a special post mortem and report.



Notices - Committee

The constitution requires the following officers to retire or seek re-
election at the AGM in November 2013

Honorary Secretary: Simon Sampson
Membership Secretary: John Rosie.
Academic Advisor: Douglas Sheasby

Nominations, endorsed by a Proposer and a Seconder, who must
be members of BAFO, should be in the hand of the secretary,
Simon Sampson, before the 25th October 2013.

The following positions are up for election at the next AGM

• President Elect - to serve for one year on the committee
before taking up the position of President of BAFO at the
2014 AGM

• Ordinary members of the committee: There are two positions
for ordinary members of the committee up for election. The
ordinary member serves for two years on the committee.

Should any full members wish to be put forward for election as
President Elect or as an ordinary member of the committee, then
nominations, accompanied by the names of a Proposer and
Seconder, all who should be members of BAFO, must be received
by the secretary by 25th October 2013.

Annual General Meeting

Notice is hereby given that the Annual General Meeting of the British
Association for Forensic Odontology will be held at The Abode
Hotel, (formerly The Royal Clarence Hotel), Exeter at 4.30 on Friday
8th November 2013.

Items for any other business should be in the hands of the
Secretary, Simon Sampson, before 28th October 2012.

PROVISIONAL AGENDA

1. Opening by President: Dr Phil Marsden

2. Apologies for absence

3. Minutes of the last AGM

4. Matters arising

5. President's Report

6. Treasurer's Report and adoption of accounts

7. Election of Officers - President Elect

Honorary Secretary

Membership Secretary

Academic Advisor

8. Election of two ordinary members of the Committee

9. Any other business



Current Committee Members

Dr Phil Marsden (Website)
phmarsden@hotmail.com

Dr Ron Foden

Dr Simon Sampson m. 07971898065

President

Treasurer
26B The Hornet
Chichester
West Sussex
PO194JG

Secretary
Morialta
Palmerston Road
Newhaven
E. Sussex
BN9 ONS

Membership Secretary Dr John Rosie
6 Harrock Wood Close
Irby, Wirral
Merseyside, CH61 3XY
h. 0151 6486379 w. 01745443175 m. 07885 158039

John _rosie@lineone. net

For all changes of address, please e-mail the membership Sec.

Ordinary members and their specific responsibilities are:

Dr Cath Adams
Dr Mel Oura
Dr Elliott Rhodes
Dr Douglas Sheasby

Co-opted members:

Education, DVI

Academic Advisor

Dr. Roger Summers Police liaison
Dr Roland Kouble Editor of the Newsletter & Mentoring

Mob. 07714200738 rolandkouble@hotmail.co.uk

Past Presidents attending meetings currently

Prof. Geoff Craig Peer review and accreditation

Dr John Robson DVI

Dr Freddie Martin Dr Jim Hardy

Contributing past Presidents

Dr Graham Ritchie

Dr Judy Hinchliffe

Prof John Clement

The Autumn BAFO Conference

To be held in Exeter this year, at the Abode Hotel Exeter,
Cathedral Yard, Exeter, EX1 1HD www.abodeexeter.co.uk

As usual it will be the weekend nearest the 11th of the 11th, which this
year is Fri 8th and Sat 9th November.

Friday 8th Nov

1.30 - 2.00 Registration

2.00 - 400 Presentations by recent MSc graduates



Saturday 9th Nov

9.00-9.30 Registration

9.30-10.30 Dr Julie ROBERTS -
Anthropology / Crime scene recovery

10.30 - 11.30 Paul COOPER - Special Investigation Branch - Forensic
Strategy for body repatriation

Coffee (30 min)

12.00 - 1.00 Judy HINCHLIFFE / John RUTHERFOR
New Zealand -An Unexpected Journey

Lunch (13.00-14.00)
2.00-3.00 DrAlanSPRIGG-

Radiology of Child Physical Abuse

3.00-3.45 Mr David BARR-
The Innocence Project

Tea break (30 min)

4.15 - 5.00 Freddy MARTIN and Ron FODEN -
Injuries and Bite marks

5.00 Close

(Final content and order may vary.)

Saturday evening: BAFO Dinner (black tie).

The booking form is enclosed and also available on the website
fwww.bafo.orq.uk) and should be returned along with payment to
Dr Ron FODEN, by 7th October. See you there.



Your name:

Booking Form - BAFO Autumn Conference 2013
Abode Hotel Exeter

Cathedral Yard Exeter, EX1 1HD
www.abodeexeter.co.uk

Friday 8th and Saturday 9th November 2013
Yes

.. BAFO Member
No

Name of partner (if applicable):

Address:

Tel Nos (Home & Mobile):Email:

Booking Options

Full conference packages are based on a choice of three options: 7. single occupancy of a room 2.. A delegate sharing double
bedded room with partner or 3_, Two delegates sharing a room with 2beds. BAFO has a limited number of rooms reserved for
Fri. & Sat. as a conference package so please return this form without delay to the address shown below in order to secure your
requested booking. Accommodation for all delegates at Abode Hotel should be possible but rooms will be allocated strictly as
booking forms are received - a greater than anticipated demand for rooms may result in late bookings being allocated
accommodation at an alternative Exeter hotel, in which case you will be asked whether you accept this option.

Conference Packages

1. Full single delegate . £298

(Includes bed and breakfast accommodation Friday and Saturday nights. Buffet lunch 12:30 and half-day conference from
2 p.m. Friday. Saturday full day conference, including lunch, tea, coffee etc and BAFO dinner {black tie} on Saturday
evening.)

2. Full single delegate with accompanying partner sharing room £375

(Includes bed and breakfast accommodation Friday and Saturday nights for delegate and partner. Buffet lunch 12:30 & half-
day conference (BAFO delegate only) from 2 p.m. Friday. Saturday full day conference (including lunch, tea, coffee etc for
BAFO delegate only). BAFO dinner on Saturday evening (for BAFO delegate and partner.)

3. Full delegate package, sharing double room with another delegate
(room with two beds) cost per delegate £225 (i)
(Includes Friday and Saturday night bed and breakfast. Buffet lunch 12:30 & half-day conference from 2 p.m. Friday.
Saturday full day conference, including lunch, tea, coffee etc. and BAFO dinner on Saturday evening.)

Room shared with (BAFO delegate name) ... £225
Day packages (no accommodation included)

(ii)

1. Friday Half Day Delegate £45
(inch Buffet lunch 12:30)

2, Saturday Full Day Delegate £80
Full day conference package including lunch, tea, coffee etc.

DCP member £20

DCP member . ,..£38

BAFO dinner {black tie} on Saturday evening £45
(incl. drinks reception & wine )

Please indicate here if you have any special dietary needs and provide
the details separately.

TOTAL due £
Please make cheques payable to BAFO and send with this form to:
BAFO TREASURER
26b The Hornet,
Chichester, West Sussex. PO19 7JG
Tel:01243 771314 e-mail:- r.d.foden@talk21.com

PLEASE return this form ASAP and before Monday 7Ih October at the very latest
NB: Cancellation policy: any refund of accommodation charges is dependent upon the room reserved being re-let by the hotel


